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Louisiana Rescue:  After a “Thousand-Year Flood,” 
ATF Comes Together to Support Employee’s Family
By SA Kevin Moran and SA Mary Downie 

continued on page 3

South Louisiana residents are keenly aware of the dangers of fast-rising flood waters.  Every year thousands of families from 

across the State prepare for the upcoming hurricane season.  These preparations include having either an emergency evacuation or 

a shelter-in-place plan.  Regardless of which plan is chosen, residents usually have at least 72 hours to implement their plan before 
a hurricane impacts their area.  However, no one was expecting the catastrophic natural disaster that occurred in August 2016.   

What has been described as the worst natural disaster to strike the United States since Hurricane Sandy dropped more than an 
estimated 7 trillion gallons of water on the entire region by way of rainfall.   Tens of thousands of residents from more than 20 
parishes were caught off guard by how fast the water came into their homes and businesses.  Over 30 inches of rain fell within 3 
days in some locations which quickly rose water levels to flood stage in most areas.  State emergency management reported over 

40,000 homes were damaged, and over 20,000 “water rescues” occurred.  
Thirteen deaths occurred due to the flooding.  The flooding was described 
as a “thousand-year flood.”  Flood levels exceeded previous records by 
over 10% according to the National Weather Service.  The area received 
more rainfall in four days than Phoenix, Arizona, has over the past two-

and-a-half years.

Left:  TSS Kirk Clarke and his son Braeden evacuate their home via boat.
Above:  The Clarkes’ flooded residence.
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In no time, state and local government agen-

cies began to coordinate rescue efforts de-

ploying more than 1,700 rescue personnel 
and 170 high-water vehicles.  Because so 
many residents were stranded by the flood 
waters, an all-volunteer group of Good Sa-

maritans, affectionately known as the “Ca-

jun Navy,” also volunteered with the rescue 
efforts.   

Our ATF family was not immune to (from) 
the devastation, and approximately 25 ATF 
Special Agents from the New Orleans Field 
Division immediately rallied in response to 

the “calls for help” coming from those ATF 
employees and their immediate families 

affected by the flooding.  From command 
staff to trainees just out of the Academy, 
all responded and went to work.  Initially, 
several agents had to navigate their way 

through the flooded communities to reach 

those stranded.  At the same time, the New Orleans CGIC immediately setup a CIMRT/command post tasked with tracking 
the rescue and recovery efforts.  

August 14, 2016, started out as a normal summer day for ATF employees TSS Kirk Clarke and his wife, IRS Jeanie Clarke.  
But by day’s end, the Clarkes’ entire community was completely under water.  “We tried to leave in the morning, but were 
turned around”, said Jeanie Clarke. “Cars were being abandoned at the Bass Pro shop.  Within 2 ½ hours of returning home, 
the water went from nothing to over my son’s head.” 

FLOODING, from page 1

continued on page 4TSS Kirk Clarke attempts to secure property in his submerged yard.

TSS Kirk Clarke and his son look at the floodwaters from the roof outside a 
second-story window.
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Out of desperation, Kirk and Jeanie along with their 6-year-old son, 
Braeden, decided to swim to her parent’s home which is a 2 story 
structure located next door.  “It was kind of surreal watching, from 
the 2nd story, the water go up and up and up, then, you realize…. I am 
not going to escape this after all”, said Jeanie Clark.   Eventually, the 
Clarke family as well as Jeanie’s parents were rescued, by boat, from 
a 2nd story window.

Once the waters receded,   the Clarkes returned home and were dev-

astated at what they found.  Their dream home which they had only 

moved into 3 months earlier was destroyed.   Their family heirlooms 
and photos were destroyed; their vehicles damaged beyond repair; and 
their furniture was unsalvageable.    Little did they know, the cavalry 
was coming!   

Within hours of being able to access the area, agents spread out across 
the greater Baton Rouge area on a gut-wrenching mission to start the 

rebuilding process by gutting the flooded homes.  “Seeing everybody 
show up, we were overwhelmed and still are” stated Jeanie Clarke. 
“It’s unbelievable that that many people came together to help us out 
like that…. It’s unbelievable!”   Many of the ATF agents helping the 
Clarke family had similar past experiences with Hurricane Katrina.  

The Clarkes were told, “We’ve been here, and we’ve done this, step 
back and let us do our thing.”   The agents got busy and in less than a 
day the Clarke’s home was gutted from about 5 feet down to the floor, 
all the way to the studs.  The Clarke family is forever grateful to the ATF personnel who tirelessly worked to put them back 
on the road to recovery.   

This story repeated itself many times throughout that week… The ATF New Orleans Field Division came together as one 
family and took care of their own. 

FLOODING, from page 3

A street sign is almost submerged in the 
floodwaters.

Trust,
Accountability,
and
High Performance
On the morning of October 6, the Special 
Operations Division hosted a presentation on 
“Trust, Accountability and High Performance.”  
Retired Lt. General John Sattler, United States 
Marine Corps, and current Chair of Leadership 
at the United States Naval Academy’s Stock-

dale Center for Ethical Leadership, shared his 

views with the group.  The presentation was 

open to all employees, and those outside HQ 

were encouraged to participate by VTC.
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ATF Agents and U.S. Marshals In Milwaukee
Volunteer At Community Meals Event 
By PIO Ashlee J.L. Sherrill, St. Paul Field Division

Above left:  An ATF agent serves a family at the dinner at St. 
Ben’s Ministries’ Community Meals.

Top right:  ASAC Lee talks with a community member.

Bottom right:  ASAC Lee pours milk for a young girl.

 (photos courtesy Ashlee Sherrill)

MILWAUKEE – In honor of National Community Policing 
Week, special agents from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 
Firearms and Explosives (ATF) Milwaukee Field Office, 
along with the U.S. Marshals Service, volunteered to serve 
food and drinks at St. Ben’s Ministries’ Community Meals 
event in the Westown neighborhood of Milwaukee. 

In an effort to strengthen ties between police forces and the 
communities in which they serve, Attorney General Loretta 
Lynch announced earlier this year the inaugural National 
Community Policing Week which runs from Oct. 2-8. The 
local Milwaukee ATF office and U.S. Marshals Service re-

sponded to the Attorney General’s initiative by reaching out 
to St. Ben’s to see how they could get involved. 

“We chose to participate in this event because it’s not simply 
for the underprivileged, it’s a community gathering for a va-

riety of folks,” said ATF Assistant Special Agent in Charge 
Joel Lee, the lead ATF agent in Milwaukee. “It is impor-
tant for us to be involved in our communities on a personal 
level, to get to know what is important to people, and to let 

them know that we are regular people too. We were happy 

to join in with the U.S. Marshals Service to help serve this 
week and look forward to helping out again in the future.”

Nearly all of the ATF agents who participated in the week’s 
events were first year agents. One agent commented that his 
experience working the event was very positive, stating that 

it was a great way to show the community that law enforce-

ment cares about their well-being. 

St. Ben's Community Meal serves a hot, home-made din-

ner to an average of 347 community members per night, 
six nights a week, Sunday to Friday. Its operations are run 
almost entirely by volunteers and all community members 
are welcome to share in the warm, safe environment. 
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MARCH(ing) Orders:  
Head Injury Assessment and Care
By Senior Special Agent Medic Howard Marcus, Chicago Field Division
and 
Special Agent Medic Joshua Knapp, Medic Program Manager

Part four of the article series:
WHAT TO DO FIRST:  Immediate Action And

First Aid After a Traumatic Injury 
from your ATF Medics

In the previous editions of this column, we covered the immediate action to be taken under the MARCH pneu-

monic to care for immediate life threatening injuries.  This medical model comes from the Department of De-

fense (DOD) Committee on Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC).  TCCC gives the rescuer skills to initiate 
immediate life and limb saving actions for wounds sustained from gunshots and blast injuries.  Remember 
MARCH stands for Massive bleeding, Airway, Respiration, Circulation, and Head Injury and Hypothermia.  The 
pneumonic was set up to create a simple reminder to be employed under the most stressful of situations.  The 
very simplicity of MARCH jogs the memory regarding what needs to be addressed and in what order.  We cov-

ered that the ATF Gunshot Wound Medical Kit is a small compact piece of gear issued via SOLVS and contains 
the items needed to work through MARCH for one victim.  Accordingly, everyone involved in an enforcement 
activity should have their kit with them as part of their operational gear.  

Massive bleeding from an extremity may be addressed with the rapid application of a tourniquet, placed high 
and tight if tactics allow, in the hot zone.  Otherwise, all actions should relate to getting yourself and the casualty 
off the X, or out harm’s way, and to neutralize the threat.  A future article will examine in detail the zones of care 
inherent in the TCCC model and techniques to address Hypothermia.    

Once the threat has been neutralized or the casualty is in a safer area (a warm zone), actions can be taken to open 
the patient’s Airway.  Techniques employed by a rescuer include the head tilt-chin lift maneuver, nasal airway 
and/or positioning the casualty in the recovery position. In the Respiration phase, a rescuer looks for and seals 
any new holes found on the casualty’s body between the jaw and belt (front/back/side).  By sealing these new 
holes, the rescuer slows any potential leak of outside air into the chest cavity.  During Circulation, a rescuer 

reassesses any bleeding control measures employed in ‘M’ to ensure they are still working.  The rescuer will 
control any minor bleeding, consider applying pressure bandages, additional tourniquets, and/or the application 
of wound packing to prevent further bleeding and maintain as much circulating blood volume as possible. 

The last of the MARCH lifesaving priorities are the H’s: Head Injury and Hypothermia. Remembering that this 
MARCH protocol was derived from the military’s recent experiences in the Global War on Terrorism, identify-

ing traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a major treatment concern.  Special Agents (SAs), Explosive Enforcement 
Officers (EEOs) and our attached task force officers (TFOs), owing to our jurisdiction enforcing the U.S. explo-

continued on page 5
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continued on page 5

MARCH, from page 4

sives laws, are likewise potentially exposed to receiving blast injuries during enforcement activities.  Also, in any 
dynamic enforcement operation, the possibility for a significant blow to the head or fall from a height sufficient 
to cause a head injury exists.  Brain injury is a more common problem than what was once thought.  Having your 
‘bell rung’ or ‘seeing stars’ is no longer something to tough out and get back in the game.  The threshold for what 
might be injurious to the brain and the long term effect on one’s health from repetitive head injuries is currently 
at the cutting edge of sports medicine, emergency medicine, and neurology. 

So, what then can a SA/EEO/TFO do to address head injuries in the field?  The first and by far one of the most 
important tasks is to recognize the potential for head injuries from what happened and communicate them to the 
medic or hospital that takes over care for the patient.  In medical speak, this means assessing the mechanism of 
injury.  Was the victim exposed to blast effect?  Did he/she fall from a roof or stairway at a fire scene? Was he/she 
struck on the helmet with a brick or baseball bat by a suspect?  These and other scenarios can create TBI.  TBI 
might not immediately manifest itself.  Furthermore, there may be other distracting injuries to both the victim 
and even medical professionals.  Open fractures or big bleeds are graphic and receive everyone’s attention.  Even 
rescuers can be distracted by painful or ugly injuries and not recognize problems that may be slowly developing 
and creating a real threat to the patient’s survival.  

TBI is often occult:  this means the victim may not immediately show signs and symptoms like other injuries.  
The skull is a strong bucket of bone protecting the brain with only one opening out the bottom through which 
nerves and blood vessels pass.  If the brain bleeds or swells, pressures inside the skull rise.  If the pressure is not 
promptly relieved, brain is compressed and eventually displaced.  Ultimately, recognizable signs and symptoms 
will begin to appear.  One of the problems, though, is these are late signs and symptoms.  By communicating the 
mechanism of injury to the hospital emergency department nurses and doctors, tests can be given and measures 
taken to protect the victim’s brain and minimize the problems that can be caused by these occult injuries.  

In the field after considering the mechanism of injury, continue to assess the victim.  Is the victim alert and ori-
ented?  You’ve all probably seen this process on TV or by watching ATF medics.  The rescuer should assess if 
the casualty is aware are of who they are, where they are, what day it is and what’s going on.  Their responses 
after being injured shouldn’t be all that different than before.  It is important to note if they seem to ask the same 
questions over and over, can’t figure out what happened to them, are acting inappropriately or otherwise seem 
confused.  This may change over time if they have incurred TBI.  So like all things medical, reassess periodically 
to watch for changes or trends.  

Physically, are their pupils equal and reactive (do their eyes look the same and react to light)?  Is there fluids 
(bloody or clear) from the ears or nose of the casualty?  Also, watch for the development of bruises behind and 
below the ears or below the eyes.  Lastly, remember, the skull is among our strongest bones.  Any soft spots or 
deformities are also an immediate sign that a brain injury is likely.  Any of these findings need to be communi-
cated to the responding ATF medic, EMS or emergency department personnel.  

Keep this phrase in mind regarding potential TBI:  If in doubt, have the casualty checked out.  

In our next installment, we will address how Hypothermia plays a part in the MARCH protocol.  As always, if 
you have questions or would like training on these topics, consult your Division Medics, Division Tactical Ad-

visor, and Firearms Instructor Coordinator.  If you have other questions or ideas for additional articles from an 
ATF Medic, please feel free to contact Special Agent Medic Joshua Knapp, Medic Program Manager, at Joshua.
knapp@atf.gov or Senior Special Agent Medic Howard Marcus at howard.marcus@atf.gov.
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Newark Field Division Represents ATF at 
University Career Fairs
By SA/PIO Walter Kudron, Newark Field Division
The Newark Field Division recently participated in numerous colle-

giate career fairs.  It provided them with excellent opportunities for 
recruitment and to highlight the important work that ATF performs 
every day in protecting the public and serving our nation.  

The Newark Field Division attended the Montclair University Fall 
2016 Career Fair on September 14th, 2016 at Montclair State Univer-
sity in Montclair, New Jersey.  The Newark Field Division was repre-

sented by SAC George Belsky, IA/Recruitment Coordinator Jennifer 
Frias, SA Angela Mullins and PIO Walter Kudron.  Numerous Fortune 
500 companies as well as other law enforcement agencies participated 
in the well-attended event.  Attendees included both future graduates 
and past alumni.  

On September 15th, 2016, ATF participated at Seton Hall University’s 
Fall 2016 Career Fair at Seton Hall University in West Orange, NJ.  
Once again IA/Recruitment Coordinator Jennifer Frias did an out-
standing job representing ATF and provided information regarding 
employment opportunities as well as internship openings.  This career 

fair was also attended by future graduates and past alumni of Seton 
Hall University.  Exhibitors included both law enforcement agencies 
at the federal, state and local level, as well as representatives of a wide 

variety of companies from around the country.

The Newark Field Division also attended the 2nd Annual Law En-

forcement Career Fair, which was 
organized by the Central Jersey 
Chapter of the National Organiza-

tion of Black Law Enforcement Ex-

ecutives (NOBLE).  The event was 
held at the Brookdale Community 

College in Lincroft, New Jersey on 
September 23rd, 2016.  This career 
fair featured law enforcement agen-

cies from the tristate area and was 

staffed by SA Angela Mullins and 
SA/Recruitment Coordinator Nancy 
Roward.  It was attended by students 
and graduates of Brookdale College 

in addition to interested applicants 

from the surrounding area.

ATF generated a significant amount 
of interest regarding employment 

opportunities at our agency and 

increased student’s awareness of 
the prospects of coming to work 

for ATF by our attendance at these 
events.

IA/Recruitment Coordinator Jennifer  Frias (top right) and SA Angela Mullins
(bottom right) provided attendees with information about careers available at ATF.

(photos courtesy SA/PIO Walter Kudron)
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Are We There Yet?:  Update on Spartan 1.0
By Karen Montgomery, Spartan IOI Program Manager, OSII

The Spartan Program Management Division (SPMD) has 
been working on the development of Spartan 1.0 since May 
12, 2016, after the completion of the Pilot Phase in April 
2016. The SPMD has developed a Roadmap to develop 
Spartan over the next five years. The first release of Spartan 

will be Minimum Viable Product (MVP). MVP for Spartan 
1.0 is the ability to conduct all necessary Industry Opera-

tions (IO) functions in Spartan, so that N-Spect can be de-

commissioned. 

Spartan is a system for use by all of ATF. Features that have 
been developed, such as person records and locations will 
be utilized by all job series. Through examination of current 
business process and analysis of techniques for moderniza-

tion SPMD is ensuring that these shared features are be-

ing developed correctly the first time, so that they will not 

have to be revisited when Spartan development focuses on 
Special Agent or Intelligence Research Specialist business 
processes in the future. 

Recent development has focused on: explosives application 

inspections, person records, location records, business en-

tity records, and magazine records.

We realize that everyone wants to know “Are we there 
yet?” Driving holistic change of an organization by exam-

ining and reengineering business process and developing 
software requires many complex interrelated dependencies. 

As you can see in the graphic below, there are many items 
that need to be accomplished, along with the actual devel-
opment of Spartan, prior to Spartan being deployed to the 
field for use. The goal is to initially deploy a quality product 

in order to replace current capability with expanded func-

tionality in mind.   

SPMD is dedicated to ensuring that the best solution for 
ATF is delivered in the shortest period of time.

We are excited to get Spartan into the hands of users. The 

SPMD continues to make progress, moving along the Spar-
tan Roadmap at a steady pace. We promise to keep you in-

formed as the MVP destination draws closer. 

To learn more about the SPMD and Spartan visit their page 
on the ATF portal. https://share.doj.gov/GetConnected/
Directorates/160000/169000/Pages/default.aspx.  You can 
contact the SPMD at Spartan5@atf.gov. 

This graphic illustrates the many components that are being addressed during Spartan’s development.

https://share.doj.gov/GetConnected/Directorates/160000/169000/Pages/default.aspx
https://share.doj.gov/GetConnected/Directorates/160000/169000/Pages/default.aspx
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RAC Alicia Jones (left) was among the speakers at the 
event hosted by Congressman Bradley Byrne (right).

(photo courtesy SA Walter Kudron)

Outreach To The Academic Community:
ATF Group Supervisor Speaks At Rutgers 
By SA/PIO Walter Kudron, Newark Field Division

ATF Leadership Speaks at Congressional Forum
By SA/PIO Michael Knight, Nashville Field Division
Alabama Congressman Bradley Byrne hosted a forum for 
today’s women entitled “charting your own course”.  This 
very well-attended event at the Battle House Hotel in Mo-

bile, Alabama, represented women of all facets of life as 
well as a diversity of professions.  Birmingham Resident 

Agent in Charge (RAC) Alicia Jones was asked to speak 
on behalf of ATF, highlighting not only the career path but 
her personal insight on this very timely topic.  RAC Jones 

along with the other panelists presented their own “chart-
ing” examples ranging from the balance between work 
and home to challenges faced throughout their life which 

led to great opportunities.   Congressman Byrne and his 

wife Rebecca extended their appreciation to the panelists 
for participating at this forum.

On September 19, 2016, Newark Group IV Intelligence Su-

pervisor Mike Mohr spoke to a criminal justice class at Rut-
gers University in Piscataway, New Jersey about ATF and 
the important work our agency does protect the American 

public and serve the nation.  GS Mohr addressed the class 
regarding the ATF mission in combatting violent crime and 
how our agency performs this work in order to achieve our 

goals.

Among the topics of discussion were preventing violent 

crime by reducing illegal firearms trafficking, violent street 
gangs, home invasions, murder-for-hire schemes, drug 

trafficking, arson and explosives.  GS Mohr examined the 
methods ATF uses to achieve successful investigations and 
prosecutions in order to accomplish our many duties and 

reduce violent crime in the areas that ATF is responsible for.

GS Mohr also expanded on the crucial roles that our IA’s, 
IRS’s and IOI’s play in supporting ATF’s operations to help 
the agency achieve their objectives and the corresponding 
jobs that these employees perform that contribute to our ob-

jectives.

In addition, ATF’s hiring process was described and the 
necessary steps to being considered as an applicant were 

detailed, including the training necessary to pursue a career 

with ATF.  GS Mohr also informed the class about the in-

ternship opportunities that exist in the Newark Field Divi-
sion.  Both the professor and the students were engaged and 

interested in the program that GS Mohr presented and the 
many prospects that a career with ATF can offer.

GS Mohr addressed the class at Rutgers University.
(photo courtesy SA Walter Kudron)
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Major Cases:  From the ATF Weekly Report
Compiled By ATF Executive Secretariat Staff
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) Concludes Year-long Investigation – 

Albany, New York:

On October 13, 2016, ATF reported that a year-long firearms and narcotics trafficking investigation involving a street 
gang has concluded, resulting in the arrest of 37 gang members.  This group operated a violent, open-air drug market in 
the area, and was responsible for shootings, assaults, witness intimidation, and homicides.  The gang also had firearms 
and narcotics suppliers with ties to Texas and Mexico.  The arrests were associated with an organized crime drug en-

forcement task force sponsored investigation conducted by ATF, Homeland Security Investigations, the Ulster County 
Sheriff’s Office, and the New York State Police.  The investigation continues.

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) Responds to Church Fire – Milner, 

Georgia:

On October 16, 2016, ATF reported on a fire at the Central Baptist Church.  Lamar County Fire Department firefight-
ers were dispatched to the scene and located the fire at the rear of the church in the kitchen.  Firefighters were able to 
extinguish the fire, but there was severe damage to the structure.  ATF was notified and a special agent certified fire in-

vestigator and an ATF accelerant detection canine team responded, along with the Georgia Fire Marshal’s Office and the 
Georgia Department of Natural Resources.  Investigators determined the fire originated in the kitchen and that structur-
ally, electrical causation and the potential for a propane leak in the kitchen area cannot be ruled out.  The structural dam-

age to the church is estimated at approximately $100,000, with the estimated value of the church being approximately 
$150,000.  The investigation continues.

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) Experts Investigate Fire – San Juan, 

Puerto Rico:

On October 17, 2016, the ATF Fire Research Laboratory chief and an electrical engineer traveled to Puerto Rico to assist 
the ATF Puerto Rico Field Office with the investigation of a power plant fire.  The fire resulted in a power outage affect-
ing 3.5 million residents on the island in September 2016.  The investigation continues.

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) Provides Expert Testimony – Sioux 

City, South Dakota:

From October 17-19, 2016, an ATF forensic chemist testified in the trial of a defendant charged with possession of an 
unregistered firearm.  A warrant resulted in a seizure of 114 firearms; approximately 15,000 rounds of ammunition; im-

provised explosive devices and components; and $20,000.  In the course of this case, ATF examined a .22 caliber long 
rifle, fuel filter, and oil filter.  The firearm had barrel threads that mated with both filters.  In addition, the filters had been 
repurposed and appeared to have been fired through; therefore, they were classified as firearm silencers.  The investiga-

tion continues.

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) Serves Warrant – Ludlow, Massachu-

setts:

On October 18, 2016, ATF, along with investigative partners from Homeland Security Investigations (HSI), served a 
Federal search warrant at the business premises of a Federal firearms licensee (FFL) suspected of illegally manufactur-
ing and trafficking firearms internationally.  Recovered during the search were approximately 4,200 unmarked Colt 
type 1911 pistol receivers, 100 AR-15 type receivers, and 283 completed model 1911s with the serial number obliterated.  
Preliminary examination by ATF’s Firearms and Ammunition Technology Division personnel on site revealed that the 
receivers clearly met the definition of a firearm under Federal law. Additionally, it was determined that the unfinished 
1911 receivers originated from South Korea and had been shipped to the FFL without any importation license or prior 
approvals. Voluminous documents relating to the illegal importation and manufacturing of firearms were also seized.  
ATF, working in conjunction with Australian police and HSI, identified an international firearms trafficking group that 
conspired to illegally ship firearms to individuals in Australia.  ATF obtained the Federal search warrant to secure the 
additional evidence.  The investigation continues.
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SA Miller received his Lifesaving Award at a ceremony at ATF 
Headquarters in August.  Pictured are Deputy Attorney General 

Sally Yates, SA Miller, Deputy Director Thomas Brandon, and
Associate Deputy Director Ron Turk.

  (photo courtesy Carolyn Williams)

In Memoriam

Special Agent (ret) Mark Jones of Manassas, Virginia, passed away on October 17.  

ATF Lifesaving Awards for Newark FD Agents 
By SA/PIO Walter Kudron, Newark Field Division
SA/Medic Michael Puskas (Ret.) and SA/Medic Ed-

ward Miller of the Newark Field Division received 
the ATF Lifesaving Award for their commendable ac-

tions in assisting with the medical treatment of Boston 

Marathon bomber Dzhokhar Tsarnaev on April 19th, 
2013.  SA Puskas (Ret.) and SA/Medic Edward Miller 
rendered aid to the injured Tsarnaev on scene when 
he was shot and captured after a manhunt that lasted 

several days.  

The award ceremony for SA Puskas (Ret.) took place 
at the Newark Field Division headquarters in Wood-

land Park, New Jersey on September 29th, 2016.  SA 
Puskas (Ret.) was presented the Lifesaving Award by 
the SAC of the Newark Field Division George P. Bel-
sky, Jr.  SA Miller received his Lifesaving Award on 
August 25, 2016 at a ceremony in Washington DC.

SA Puskas (Ret.) is currently employed as an Inves-

tigator for the Morris County Prosecutor’s Office in 
Morristown, New Jersey and is assigned to the Ma-

jor Crimes Unit.  Attending at the ceremony in New 
Jersey was Morris County Prosecutor Fredric Knapp 
and Chief of Investigations John Speirs of the Morris 
County Prosecutor’s Office.  

 Newark Group I, SA Puskas’ former group, also at-
tended the ceremony along with other members of 
the Newark Field Division for the presentation of the 
award.

SA Puskas (ret.) received his Lifesaving Award at the 
Newark Field Division on September 29.

  (PLACEHOLDER FOR NAMES)

(photo courtesy SA Walter Kudron)
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Awareness Month:  Be Aware Of Breast Cancer!
By Doug Nelson, LPC, ATF Employee Assistance Program
Business Health Solutions

A MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR

If there are is a test you need but have been putting off, SCHEDULE IT.  TODAY.

Over the summer, I had a routine mammogram.  The scan indicated the need for 
further followup, and a few appointments later I was diagnosed with breast cancer.  
There had been no outward sign of the disease, and I hate to think how far it might 
have progressed before there was one.  After surgery, I’m now working to resume a 
healthy and cancer-free life.  

Each patient is different, of course; but in my case, an early diagnosis meant that my 
cancer was a serious problem but not a life-threatening one.  To repeat:  If there is a 
test you need but have been putting off, SCHEDULE IT.  TODAY.

Why do I need to be aware of breast cancer?

• 1 in 8 women in the US will develop breast cancer over 
her lifetime

• Breast cancer is the second leading cause of death for 

US women, only lower than lung cancer

• About 1% of breast cancer cases occur in men; during 
2016, there will be 2600 US men diagnosed with inva-

sive breast cancer

• Death rates have been decreasing since 1989; this 
change is largely due to early detection.

What medical tests are involved?

• Screening tests are given routinely to people who ap-

pear to be healthy and are not suspected of having 
breast cancer.   Their purpose is to detect breast cancer 
early.

• Diagnostic tests, such as biopsy, are given to people that 
are suspected of having breast cancer either because of 
symptoms they are experiencing or based upon results 
of a screening test.

• Monitoring tests are used after diagnosis to monitor 
how well therapies are working and to check for any 

signs of recurrence.

What can I do to protect myself?

• Know your risk

• Get screened

• Know what is normal for you

• Make healthy lifestyle choices

What are some avoidable risk factors?

• Sedentary lifestyle

• Poor diet

• Being overweight or obese

• Drinking alcohol

• Smoking

• Combined Hormone Replacement Therapy

• Radiation on the chest

• Low levels of Vitamin D

• Exposure to Pesticides

continued on page 14
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What kinds of screening are necessary, and at 

what age?

• If you have additional risk factors such as family mem-

bers with history of cancer, talk with your doctor about 
what screening you need at what age. 

• Women ages 50 to 74 should have a mammogram every 
two years

• Women in their 40's should consult with their physician 
to create a personalized plan

• Women in their 20's and 30's should have a clinical 
breast exam as part of a periodic comprehensive health 
exam with a health care professional every three years

What lifestyle choices could help me avoid breast 

cancer?

• Be physically active

• Achieve and maintain a healthy weight

• If you smoke, use every resource you can to quit

• Eat at least 2.5 cups of fruits and vegetables daily

• Choose 100% whole grain foods

• Limit red meat and processed meat.  Choose chicken, 

fish or beans more frequently

• Limit saturated and trans fats while eating polyunsatu-

rated and monounsaturated fats

Where could I get more information?

• American Cancer Society  www.cancer.org

• Breast Cancer.Org   www.breastcancer.org

• National Cancer Institute  www.cancer.gov

• Susan G. Komen   www.komen.org

• The Pink Fund   www.thepinkfund.org

BREAST CANCER, from page 13

ATF Outreach at IACP Conference
By Jennifer Budden, Writer-Editor, PGA

Center:  DD Brandon at the ATF booth 
at IACP.

Far Right:  DD Brandon and IGA 
Program Manager Peter Bukiri.

(photos courtesy SA Ross Arends)

ATF was well represented at the annual conference of the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP), held in San 
Diego from October 15-18, 2016.  ATF’s booth in the Exhibit Hall was staffed with representatives from Inter-Governmental 
Affairs, the Firearms Division (NIBIN), and HRPD’s Office of Diversity and 
Inclusion.  

During the conference, the Deputy Director spoke before several IACP 
meetings and committees, including IACP’s State and Provincial Division, 
its Firearms Committee, and its Forensics Committee.  His remarks high-

lighted many ATF program areas, including crime gun intelligence centers, 
NIBIN, the National Tracing Center, the National Response Team, and oth-

ers.  He also met with other associations 

that hold their conferences in conjunction 
with IACP, including Major Cities Chiefs, 
the Police Executive Research Forum, 
and the Association of State Criminal In-

vestigative Agencies.

http://www.cancer.org
http://www.breastcancer.org
http://www.cancer.gov
http://www.komen.org
http://www.thepinkfund.org
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September Moves
Employee From To
Meyer, Justin T. Program Manager, Ofc of the Director Tactical Commander, Detroit SRT 

Bombardiere, Christopher R. Branch Chief, N-Focis Branch  RAC/GS, Glendale IV   
Ehrlich Ellis, Rachel H. Deputy Chief, International Affairs Ofc Deputy Chief, Field Management Staff   
Huff, James M. Section Chief, Omega Section    Section Chief, Sigma Section  

Quinn, Brent G. Special Agent, Inspection Branch   RAC/GS, Atlanta VII
Knapp, Delissa P. Management & Program Analyst, Invest Support Br     Chief Of Staff, Asst Director Management/CFO
Chillcott, Dewey ASAC, Charlotte Field Division   Division Chief, ORD   
Galloway, Stephen J. Group Supervisor/RAC, Tampa III Group Supervisor/RAC-Jacksonville II  
Bryson, Robert F. RAC/GS, Indianapolis III   RAC/GS, Bristol Field Office
Venable, Norman W. Industry Operations Investigator (IOI), Gulfport Area Supervisor (IOI), Fairview Hghts II (IO)

Positions listed are management/supervisory positions only.  Submitted by Human Resources Information Center, Systems Administration Br

September Retirements
Employee Position Location Govt. Service
Diamond, Edward C. Program Manager/Operations Officer Criminal Intelligence Division 29
Fantauzzi, Douglas A. Criminal Investigator/Project Officer Special Programs Branch 25

Glasscock, Robert A. Program Manager Basic Training Branch 27

Hicks, Lori J. Industry Operations Investigator Columbia (IO) Field Office 16
Jones, Regina Industry Operations Investigator Dublin III (IO) Field Office 39
McNamee, Brian R. Criminal Investigator Helena Field Office 31
Morrison, John R. PIO Dallas Field Division 27

Patrick, Michael A. Criminal Investigator New York I Field Office 30
Patterson, Elzie L. Law Enforcement Training Specialist Critical Incident Management Branch 16
Phinney II, John M. DOO New Orleans Field Division 28

Sanchez, Jo Ann Program Analyst Frontline Branch 31
Sharp, Frederick C. Criminal Investigator Detroit III Field Office 28

Sundblade, Jacqueline A. Investigative Analyst New Haven Field Office 24

Swartswelder, Mark R. Criminal Investigator Inspection Branch 29
Tilton, John Stephen Criminal Investigator Dayton Satellite Office 25

VanDerMiller, Monica Administrative Support Assistant Kansas City Field Division 28

Waggoner, Bernard L. Criminal Investigator Advanced Explosives Training Branch 27

Whitehill, Kim A. Industry Operations Investigator Tyler (IO) Satellite Office 39

Submitted by Human Resources Division, Benefits and Workforce Flexibilities Branch

ATF is active on social media!  Come visit us! 
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Employee Position Location
Christy, Seth D. Special Agent Ft Pierce
List, Veronica Special Agent Tampa III
Glover, Crystal A. Investigative Analyst El Paso

Ramsey, Charles M. Special Agent Philadelphia I
Ryckman, Matthew C. Special Agent Sacramento I
Walker, Felicia M. Personnel Security Specialist (Adjudicator) Personnel Security Branch

McCarthy, Megan U. H, Attorney Advisor Law And Policy Division

Jozwiak, Jennifer S. Personnel Security Specialist (Adjudicator) Personnel Security Branch

Baum, Nathanial C. Information Technology Specialist Network Services Branch
Greaves, David A. Contract Specialist Logistics And Acquisitions Division

Garza, Candace R. Special Agent McAllen III
Beard, Raun O. Special Agent Knoxville

Osia, Nina M. Special Agent Knoxville

Liberto, Vincent N. Special Agent St. Louis I
Rohsner, Jamie N. Special Agent Baltimore I
Franklin, Lisa A. Special Agent Baltimore II
Hernandez, Jose R. Special Agent Miami VII
Brooks, Eric J. Investigative Analyst Denver Field Division
Cho, Nam I. Special Agent Glendale I
Kaczor, John M. Special Agent Miami V
Newman, Jared S. Special Agent Chattanooga Fo
Koneschusky, Daniel A. Special Agent New York I
Huebner, Kayla P. Investigative Assistant (OA) Eugene

Zeigler, Jason M. Special Agent Greensboro I
Wright, Derek W. Special Agent Albuquerque I
Joshi, Rohit K. Special Agent Detroit I
D’Epifanio, Danielle A. Special Agent Detroit I
McCain, Jordan L. Special Agent Nashville V
Colon Zayas, Johnny Investigative Analyst Austin

O’Connor, Brett J. Special Agent Chicago I
Ossman, Jeremy S. Investigative Analyst Fairview Heights Fo
Taylor, Melvin F. Special Agent Bristol

Panaway, David W. Canine Center Technician National Center For Explosives Training
D’Andrea, Brandon A. Investigative Analyst St Paul II (IO)
Sherrill, Ashlee J. L. Public Affairs Specialist St Paul Field Division
Doukas, Christopher C. Special Agent St Paul I
Peters, Kelley L. Chemist (Forensics) Forensic Science Lab - Wash
Dress, Jason M. Mechanical Engineering Fire Research Lab
Corneiro, Alexandria A. Public Affairs Specialist San Francisco Field Division
Abdellah, Eric Investigative Analyst Newark II
Kilcoyne, Robert P. Special Agent Tucson IV
Johnson, Charles C. Technical Surveillance Specialist (TSS) (Field) San Francisco Field Division
Lerch, Kyle L. Special Agent Fort Wayne
James, Freddie J. Special Agent Clarksburg

September New Hires, Welcome to ATF!

Submitted by Human Resources Information Center, Systems Administration Branch


